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Abstmdr A simple electrochemical method was developed to fabricate a Cu20/CuxS
heterojunction and it was then used in preparing a thin film photovoltaic solar cell.
Cu20 was prepared by the method of electrodeposition and C u s was coated on
Cu20 by a simple dipping method. The photovoltaic properties of the cell could be
improved significantly by heat treatment in air. The maximum conversion efficiency
of the cell was 0.1%and Vo, = 180 mV and Is, = 2.0 mA/cm 2 under A M 1 artificial
illumination.

1. Introduction
The search for low-cost solar enagy converting devices through inexpensive
solar energy materials'has been a subject for many decadese2*6 It has been,
very we11 established that inexpensive materials and simple processing techniques =.the key facton that reduce the cost of production of photovoltaic
.solar cells. Nevertheless, the useful life time of acen is also awry &nificant
factor in determining the practical applications. Among many solar energy
materials CuzO and Cu2S have been considered to be the most inexpensive
materials because their starting materia1 copper is abundant and processing
tedmiques are comparatively
Indeed Cu2S is being widely used
in Cu2S/CdSphotovoltaic solar cells. Cu10 has also been tested in Schottky
-unction and heterojunction Solar cells. However, their efficiencies were
iimited.'
Most of the reported work on Cu, 0 is based on thermally
. prepared p-type CuzO and there is little work repoqed on other methods
such as anodization, sputtering and electrochemical methods. Recently, it
has been reported that there is a simple electrochemical method for preparing copper oxide &s on copper and other metal substrates.'
In this
method metal electrodes are used as cathodes in a cell containing Cu ion
aqueous solution to prepare thin Cu20 films on the subs&tes, The important difference between this type of Cu20 fiims and the thermally &row
CuzO films is that these film electrodes a l d y s resulted enhanced n-type
photosignals in photoelectrocheznical cells compared to the p-type photosign& with thermally grown Cu20 f
ilm electrodes.'"
s This important
behaviour of electrodeposited CuzO films was used in this investigation to
prepare Cu20/CuxS heterojunction and study the photovoltaic properties to
envisage the possibility of developing a low-cmt thin film photovoltaic solar
cell,
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In our inxestigation, we have developed a simple electrochemical
technique to fabricate the Cu20/C+S heterojunction and used it to prepare
a thin film photovoltaic solar cell. We have obtained the efficiency of 0.1%
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with the cell parameters V, , = 180 mV and I, = 2 m ~ / c m
under
~ AM 1
illumination. We have also observed that the efficiency of the cell could be
improved significantly by heat treatments in air The stability of the cell
was also good.

.

2. Experimental

Thin cuprous oxide films were deposited on copper substrates by the previously reported method of electr~deposition.'~ Copper plates (2x2 cm2)
were initially polished with sand paper and then washed, degzeased and'
n n ~ e din distilled water and them dipped in an ammonium &hide solution
carried out at a constant current density of 10 r n ~ / c mwith
~ a copper %ode
and an aqueous electrolyte c o n k i n g 0.3M: cupric acetate. The temperature of the electrolyte was maintained at 80°c and it was stirred contineously using a magnetic stirrer. 5 min. of electrodeposition was sufficient to obtain a uniform film with considerable thickness. This fdm was
rinsed in distilled water and then dipped in an ammonium sulphide solutio~.
(1% by volume) at 70'~ for 2 sec. to prepare a uniform Cu,S coating on
Cu20. This was rinsed. again in distilled water and then dried in air. A
:mechmrdy pressed platma &d was used as the front contact of the cellwhile the back contact was made to the substrate.
'

Since prepared cells produced relatively low photoresponses, the cells
were heat treated in air for different lengths of time at different temperatures, in order to improve the photovoltaic properties. Each time the light
induced short-&kit current and the open-circuit voltage of the cell were
monitored to find out the optimum values of the heat treatment temperature and the time. Light intensity was r n e a e d with an International Light
.IL 1350 Radiometer and current and voltages were measured with Keithly
Model 197 digital multimeter.
Sheet resitance vdi~esof the films were measured using the conventional four-probe technique. Probes were made with a platinum wire and
the re aration between the probes was 2 mm and the contact area was
1 mm4 The IV characteristics were hear over the ranges used in this experiment.

.

3. Results and Discussion .
The variations of the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage with
the 'duration of heat treatments at different temperatures are shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2. It can be clearly seen that the prolonged heat treatments,would destroy the performance of tht cell. However, there is an optimum time and temperatuk at which the cell produces the highest photoresponses. Unless otherwise stated. we have heat treated the cells to this
optimum value ptior to the subsequent measurements. Figure 3 shows the
dark and light current-voltage characteristics of the cell (a) before (b)
after heat treatment. High rectification factor and high photoresponces
are evident in heat treated cells. The short-circuited spectral response of
the cell is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 1

:

Variations of the shon circuit current of Cu20/CuxS cell with the duration
of heat treatment in air at different temperature? Intensity of illumination
= 200 mw/cm2.
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Figure 3

:

Dark and light current voltage characteristies of Cu20/Cu,S cell (a) before
(b) after, heat treatment in air at 300'~ for 2 minutes.
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~ i g u 4k :

Short circuit spectral resronse of CuzO/Cu,S cell.

The photovoltaic characteristics of Cu2O/Cu, S cells were measured at
100 mW cmm2. The effective cell area was 0.38 cm2. The open circuit
voltage and the short circuit current were 180 mV and 2.0 m4/crn2 respectively. We have tested the stability of the cell in continuous illumination
under the short circuit conditions. Periodically the open circuit voltage and
the-short circuit currents were monitored. We have repeated the experiment
with an IR water filter to reduce the possible heating effects of the cell.
The results are shown in Figure 5 and it is evident that the heating effects
has also contributed to the initial decrease in photoresponse of the cell.

-.
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Figures 1 .and 2 clearly indicate that the photoresponse of Cu20/
Cu,S thin film cells could be improved significantly by proper heat treatments. Similar results have been reported earlier on CdS/CuxS thin film
photovoltaic solar ~ e l l s . We
~ ~ have
~
made use of the simple method of
sheet resistance measurements in monitoring the changes in the Cu2O/Cu,S
heterojunction upon heat treat~nent.~
We first measured the sheet resistance
of C u 2 0 films coated on copper substrates and observed no significant
resistance values (for the obvious reason of current shunting through the
metal substrate) and this was true even after the films were heat treated.
When CuxS film was coated on CuzO film the sheet resistance value increaa d t o about 300 5210 and this value reached about 1500 5210 after the
heat treatment (these values may vary somewhat from sample t o sample,
however, the order of magnitude remains the same). This result is a good
indication that the shunt resistance of the C u 2 0 / C s S heterojunction may
have increased upon the heat treatment. The increase in photoresponses
as shown in figures 1 and 2 is also in favour of this idea. One important
'aspect of the heterojunction under the investigation is that the CuzO films
are prepared by the method of electrodeposition and they produce n-type
photosignals in photoelectrochemical cells irrespective of the well established
result of p-type photosignals with thermally grown Cu20 films. Indeed, the
thermally grown Cu20 films did not produce the enhanced photovoltaic
effect (V,, ,1 mV, I,, = 2pA) and the increase in the sheet resistance
values were also negligible, when they were coated with CuxS films. Therefore, the electrodeposited C u 2 0 films may be creating a heterojunction
with p-CuxS which is able to separate electron-hole pairs efficiently. The
detailed nature of the junction characteristics of Cu20/Cu,S is not the
subject of this paper except the photovoltaic effect of the junction. Indeed,
the exact band profile at the junction may be very useful in a detail study.
As shown in figpre 5, both open circuit voltage and short circuit
current decrease initially upon the continuous illumination. However, they
become constant after some time. It is clear, as mentioned.earlieq&at the
heating of the cell has also contributed to the initial decrease in photosensi-.
tivity.. Other than the heating, the possibilities such as the charging of the
defect traps4
and long term changes in the chemical compositions of
the materials3 are not excluded at this stage. However, the important
observation, in our opinion, is that the cell does not totally degrade upon
the continuom illumination.
1'

9'

The conversidn efficiency of the Cu20/Cu,S thin film photovoltaic
solar cell that we report here is 0.1%. Undoubtely this value is very low
compared to many thin film solar cells. The reflection losses at the surface
has not been accounted for in thecalculation. On the other hand, the front
contad made by ~pechanicallypressing a pla&um grid may be producing a
series resistance to the cell and thereby limiting the efficiency. Also, the
number of grid lines has not been optimized. Therefore, in considering the
above factors, it can be seen that the cell effickncy can be increased further.
Nevertheless, the maximum reported efficiency values of Cu20 based~

<
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solar cells are limited to about 1%. In this regard, the efficiency value of
0.1% is encouraging.

'

In conclusion, we have sh06il that the simple electrochemical method could
be used to fabricate a Cu20/Cu,S .thin film solar cell. Namely, Cuz 0 films
were prepared by electrodepos~~on
technique and Cu,S films .were deposited on CuzO films'by a simple 'dipping method. The photovoltaic properties
of the Cu2O/Cu, S heterojunction could be improved significantly by heat
treatment in air. Although the efficiency of the cell is limited to 0.1% we
believe that this system could be improved to obtain higher efficiency
values.
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